FADE IN:

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD OF LONDON – MORNING
MALCOLM RAY, 45, wearing Ray-Ban sunglasses, an appearance of guy everyone can trust. He walks along the sidewalk lined with trees holding a colorful bouquet of flowers.

INT. MALCOLM BEDROOM – EARLY MORNING
Malcolm is sleeping when the digital alarm clock goes off. It is showing:
8:00 AM – TUESDAY – FEB. 14th
BACK TO MALCOLM
He opens his eyes, looks at the clock and jumps out of bed in underpants. He rubs his ass as he walks to the bathroom.

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD OF LONDON – MORNING
Malcolm walks along the sidewalk holding a colorful bouquet of flowers. He smells it. He crosses the street to other side.

INT. BATHROOM – EARLY MORNING
Malcolm enters. He takes the underpants off and steps into the shower, turns on the tap and gets under the hot water. Quickly, the room becomes misted with steam.

INT. MALCOLM BEDROOM – MINUTES AFTER
Malcolm is now wearing shorts. He puts on a jacket and goes over to a mirror. He adjusts his jacket and hair, winks at his image and walks away.

INT. MALCOLM LOUNGE – CONT.
Malcolm arrives and goes over to a framed picture of a pretty woman.
It is LISA MANSEL, about 40 years old, short dark hair and an angelical looks.
Malcolm gazes at the picture passionately.
He goes towards the main door, unlocks it and goes out closing the door behind him.

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD OF LONDON – MORNING
Malcolm walks along the sidewalk.
He crosses the street to other side, mingling with the crowd.

EXT. FLOWERS SHOP – NEXT
It has sorted type of flowers.
Malcom arrives and stops.
A Chinese woman with a large smile comes over to serve him.
Malcolm points to different type colored flowers.
The woman the chosen flowers together in a bouquet and wraps them in translucent paper.
She hands him the bouquet and he pays her. The woman returns the change to him.
Malcolm smells the flowers and they seem to smell lovely.
Malcolm leaves the flowers shop with the bouquet of flowers.
Malcolm is crossing the street when a passing car splashes him with rainwater, soaking the bouquet completely.
The Chinese woman is looking at him in the other side the street.
Calmly, Malcolm continues walking along the sidewalk, The bouquet is very wet.

EXT. STREET – NEXT
Malcolm is walking along...
Suddenly, an OPEN MANHOLE in the sidewalk!
He walks right INTO it!

EXT. PARK – NEXT
Malcolm enters and goes trough the park and continues on his way.

EXT. HOUSE – DAY
Malcolm arrives at the door and rings the doorbell...
Nobody answers.
Malcolm rings again and the door opens...
Revealing Lisa Mansel.
She stare him...
POV of Lisa shows Malcolm holding the bouquet of wilting flowers.

BACK TO LISA
Lisa SLAMS the door in Malcolm’s face!
Malcolm is upset.
He meditates for a while, deep in thought...

MONTAGE
A) Malcolm giving a present to Lisa. She opens it. It is a necklace that falls apart in her hands. She refuses to accept it and slams the door in Malcolm’s faces.

BACK TO MALCOLM
He turns and walks towards the sidewalk.

EXT. STREET – DAY
Malcolm is crossing the street when...He STOPS!
A LORRY rushes past him at full speed, narrowly missing him!
Malcolm takes a deep breath and continues walking.

EXT. FLOWERS SHOP – NEXT
Malcolm is in the same shop of flowers.
The same woman attends him. She wraps the flowers in translucent paper and hands it to Malcolm.
Malcolm pays her and she returns the change to him.
Malcolm smells the flowers, grins and walks along the sidewalk carrying the bouquet.

EXT. PARK – NEXT
Malcolm stands. Smells the flowers and holds out the bouquet ahead of...
Bends down to place the flowers on the ground beside a...
TOMB!
On the tombstone there is a PICTURE and an inscription:
LISA MANSEL
BIRTH FEBRUARY, 14th 1965
DEATH FEBRUARY, 14th 2005

BACK DO MALCOLM
Malcolm looks at it with a mix of happiness and sorrow.
He is about to leave when he takes two steps and...
COLLAPSES!
Right into an open grave!
BUMP!
The grave’s tombstone that was leaned TRAMBLEs and...
Falls into the open grave!
BUMP!

FADE OUT